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"TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR MEANING ... TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS
POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION . .. TO PROVIDE A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF
GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD ."
-ED ITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967

Comment
Fo r a long tim e, we at Mission Journa l /,ave felt the need of produ ci ng a
sp ec ial issue on the them e of Chri stianity a nd business ethi cs. Our motiv ation
is epitomi zed by the fact that in at least
one of our Chri stian co ll eges - an in stitu t ion establi shed years ago prim arily
to tra in pr eachers - 40 % of all students
tod ay are business major s. This means
- lik e it or not - that we are training
in our coll eges a,:,d univ ersitie s entre pr eneur s and business p erson s far mote
than we are trainin g pre achers, per son a l work ers, and mi ssion ari es.
Similarly , business p eopl e and business persp ectiv es domin ate man y congrega tion s of the chur ch, particularly in
urb a n areas. To ignore thi s relativ ely recent developm ent in the life of the
chur ch - and especiall y to ignore the
qu estion of business ethi cs when so
man y of our p eopl e are in busin ess wo uld be a serious blund er.
Co nsequ entl y, we asked Dr . Jere E.
Yates, Professor of M anagement and
Chairp erson of the Divi sion of Busin ess
Admini stration at Pepperdin e Univ ersit y's Seaver Coll ege, to guest edit thi s
issue, and we feel he has don e an extreme ly fin e j ob.
Yates is a graduate of Hardin g College and received a Ph.D . from Boston
Uni versity in 1968 . In additi on to his
wo rk at Pepp erdin e, he is a consult ant
to Hughes A ircraf t Compa ny, as well as
to other organiza tions in the Southern
Cali forni a area, with special emph asis
on stress ma nagement. He is the auth or
of numero us p ro fessional p ubli cati ons,
in cl udi ng
Managing Stress (N. Y. :
AM ACOM, 1979), a book selected by
th e Am erican Ma nagem ent Associations
as its membersh ip book for 1979. Yates'
researc h in terests in cl ude pr ofessional
burn-o ut, stress managem ent, and
ethi cs for managers.
Yates is a deacon in the Uni versity
Churcn of Chr ist, M ali bu, Calif orni a.
- the Editor
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Christianity
And Business Ethics:
An Introduction

Jere E. Yates

By JEREE. YATES
raditiona ll y chur ches of the restorat ion herit age
aspects of
reli gion mor e than their respon sibilit y to improv e the
wo rld God has granted them. The art icl es in thi s
special issue o n Chri stianity and Busin ess Ethics by
their very natur e focus on the Chr istian's ob li gation s
to his or her eve ry day world of work.
Ot is Baskin and Rosemary Pledger examin e vari ous v iews of social respo nsibili ty, both past and present, and finally conclude that Chri stian s cannot
duck the matter of individu al respon sibility no matter w hat their position may be on corpora te social
responsibility .
Carl Stem focuses on th e relat io nshi p betw een
business and soc iety and then look s at the co ndu ct
of individu als. Regarding the former he call s upon
society to acce pt a primary rol e for creatin g a
framewo rk of pub li c policy within which business
may freely operat e. He contends that it is unfair to
ask any one bu sin ess to assum e thi s role when its
co mpetition do es not have to fo ll ow suit. As for the
latter, he suggests th at Christians are best eq uipp ed
to deal with the tou gh choi ces to be made.
Some healthy tension ex ists betw een Stem's argument th at the most successful businesses are eth ical
and my own examination of the proposit ion that
"goo d ethic s is good business. " I agree that in the
lo ng run an eth icall y run bu siness will probably
prosper more than one run unethically. Howev er,
the Chri stian's motivation for ethi ca l conduct shou ld

T have empha sized the "o th er worldly"

Jere E. Yates is Professor of Manag ement and Chairperson of the Div ision
of Business Ad mini stration , Seaver Co ll ege, Pepperdin e Univ ersity,
Ma li bu, Calif orn ia.

not be a mean s to the end of profit, but rather an
end in itself beca use it is right. I suspect that Stem
wou ld agree with the import ance of proper mot ivation being an end, not a means.
In my ow n articl e I examine the con nection
amon g law , eth ics, and reli gion and ca ll Chri stians
to respond to the hi ghest religious eth ic; di scuss certain popu lar ratio nali zation s for ignor in g ethi cal and
reli giou s standards in business such as the idea that
business has its ow n uniqu e rules much as a game
does; and finally I present three spec if ic approac hes
that ind ividuals may find helpful as they struggl e
w ith comp lex dec isions in business from a Chr istian
perspect ive.
Royce C lark presents a parti cul arly penetrating
discussion on th e basic inco mpatibility of democracy and cap italism . His is a call to exercise indi vidual responsibi li ty as a Chri stian in a way that wi ll
make our world a better, mor e hum ane place to
live. Rather than abandon in g either cap itali sm or demo cracy, he suggests ways of reinterpreting them
that wou ld fit into the Chri stian perspective . In spite
of the successes of cap itali sm and democracy he remind s us that there are still serio us hum an problems
on which the Chri sti an should not turn hi s or her
back.
A ll four authors demon strat e an awareness of the
co mpl ex iti es inv o lved and provok e thought rather
than supplyin g simpli stic answe rs. As d ifficu lt as the
issues are we need to face them ho nestly and respons ibly . To do any less is to abdi cate to the forc es
of evil and to fail ou r God-g iven trust of stewardship .
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Social Responsibility
of Business:
The Organization
vs. the Individual
is love rather than enlightened self-interest that must govern the decision-making of Christian managers."
//If

By OTIS BASKIN and ROSEMARYPLEDGER
or many of us who recognize the inherent evils
of greed and self-interest which permeated the
nineteenth century business world, the concept of
social responsibility has come to symbolize truth,
justice, and the "ideal" American way.
However, those of us who would make Jesus the
Lord of our lives must face the realization that social
responsibility cannot be allowed to replace faith as
the guide for our behavior. There is a moving scene
in the film "Chariots of Fire" where a discussion occurs concerning democratic decision-making
in
Jesus' kingdom; it becomes clear that democracy is
not the point, but rather the question of whether to
follow Him or not. Once that choice is made, the
guidelines for behavior are already developed. A
Christian may be socially responsible as a business
person and aid society; however, that action does
not necessarily complement or replace the Christian
response to society.
In his latest work, The Changing World of the Executive, Peter F. Drucker describes a battle being
fought by many managers between their personal
ethics and what appears to be their social responsibility as officers of an organization. 1 Drucker uses
the term "casuistry" to describe the stress created by
new managerial responsibilities brought on by our
rapidly developing "organizational society."
Casuistry was first outlined by Calvin in his Institutes, then adopted by the Catholic theologians of
the Counter-Reformaton and developed into political ethics by their Jesuit disciples in the seventeenth

F

Otis Baskin is Professor of Management in the School of Busim'ss and Public Administration, the University of Houston at Clear Lake City, and serves
on the Board of Trustees of Mission Journal. Rosemary Pledger is Dean
of the School of Business and Public Administration in the same institution.
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century. While it all began as high morality, the
concept of casuistry was summed up in an
eighteenth century piece of cynicism as follows: "An
ambassador is an honest man, lying abroad for the
good of his country."
Drucker believes that casuistry is the best way to
describe the dilemma in which many middle and
senior managers find themselves pressured to violate
personal values to fulfill the social responsibility of
the organization. Therefore, ethical decisions which
might even seem criminal by individual standards
could be justified as the socially responsible thing
to do by casuist decision-makers. The Christian decision-maker faces an even greater dilemma: the individual conscience of the believer may be in conflict with either the law and/or the casuist philosophy.

The Casuist Dilemma
The example of Lockheed Corporation's extortion
payments to a Japanese airline can be used to illustrate the casuist dilemma faced by many managers.
Following the collapse of the Rolls Royce Company,
the supplier of engines for its wide-bodied L-1011
passenger jet, Lockheed found itself facing a major
crisis. In 1972-73, some 25,000 people were employed in the L-1011 project, mostly in Southern
California which already was suffering major unemployment due to federal cuts in the aerospace
and defense programs.
Stock market analysts and investment bankers
pleaded with the Lockheed firm to simply rid itself
of the L-1011 albatross. Certainly the self-interest of
Lockheed Corporation and its shareholders demanded speedy abandonment of this project which

r€J>ortedly has not yet made a profit. Instead, Lockh~ed made what it considered a socially responsible
d€cision to maintain the project, save the jobs of its
ernployees, and avoid further damage to the economy of Southern California.
A large government subsidy was obtained to help
Lockheed through its immediate crisis. However, it
vvas determined that if the 25,000 jobs were to be
saved, Lockheed needed at least one large L-1011
order from a major airline. The only major airline
of the world not committed to a competitor's plan
was All-Nippon Airways of Japan. Failure by Lockheed to pay the extortion money would have meant
failure to discharge its social responsibility (from a
casuist point of view) of keeping the jobs of 25,000
people at a time when jobs in the aircraft industry
in Southern California were scarce.
For many managers in today's society, the concept of social responsibility has become the ultimate
criterion for decision-making.
However, the dilemma of casuistry is the direct result of strict adherence to the doctrine that managers must always
make decisions to benefit those elements of society
which are most affected by their decisions. The clear
danger here is that the concept of social responsibi Iity applied as an absolute guide to decision-making
can become a tool to justify what would otherwise
be regarded as unethical behavior.
For the Christian faced with these managerial decisions, an extra factor must be added to the dilemma: what will be the effect of the various alternatives on his or her relationship with God? This
problem is not new, regardless of the specific decisions faced or the terminology employed. Surely
Christians who were officials of government, soldiers, or business leaders in the first century and all
subsequent centuries, faced similar problems.
One thing is certain - the teachings of the New
Testament do not contain a list of rules and regulations which can be rigorously applied to produce
simple, programmed decisions. Instead, Christians
must combine an understanding of the will of Christ

"Social responsibility cannot be allowed to
replace faith as the guide for our behaviour."
with a knowledge of the problem to work out a solution that is compatible with their faith. The Christian
must address the gap between theological and
economic interpretations of decision-making and
ask as does Rasmussen, "How does the Christian
participate faithfully and creatively in the business
environment?" The Christian is called to be an active
respondent in the dynamic context of daily life.
Faith in action results in the decision. Joseph
Fletcher said the Christian ethic "is one of decisions,

not conclusions;" and Rasmussen concludes that the
life it calls for is one of active "holy worldliness." 2
We will approach this problem first by defining
the concept of social responsibility as it has developed in managerial decision-making and then by
applying some Christian principles to it.
The Concept of Social Responsibility in Business
Profit Maximization.
The guiding principle of
American business from its inception has been the
belief that the primary, rightful objective of every
firm was to maximize profits. This principle is
deeply rooted in the concept of free enterprise upon
which the economic system of this country is based.
Profit maximization has been closely associated with
the ideas of rugged individualism
which have
shaped western society. In the late eighteenth century, Adam Smith suggested that social responsibility
was a natural effect of the maximization of corporate
profits.
Every individual is continually exerting himself
to find out the most advantageous employment
for whatever capital he can command. It is his
own advantage, indeed, and not that of the society, which he has in view. But the study of
his own advantage, naturally, or rather necessarily, leads him to prefer that employment
which is most advantageous to the society
3

Adam Smith's proposal that individuals could
serve society best by pursuing their own self-interest
has been a guiding philosophy for American business. While other perspectives have developed since
1776, the view that business serves society by doing
what it does best (making profits for its shareholders)
is still a popular notion.
Trustee Management. Another point of view regarding the social responsibility of business was first
advanced during the 1930's. At that point in the development of western industrialization,
individual
ownership of business was being replaced by group
ownership. Managers of corporations, even those in
the highest offices, were becoming employees rather
than entrepreneurs. Ownership of these large organizations was vested in numerous shareholders,
most of whom had never seen the company offices.
As a result of this diffusion of ownership, many
observers began to point out the changed role of
management from owner to trustee. Under trustee
management, the top executives of a corporation
play the role of mediator between various points of
view. Management must maintain a balance in its
decision-making between the interests of the various
pub I ics served by a company (stockholders, employees, customers, suppliers, and the general public).
This philosophy of social responsibility maintains

5

that business must balance the goals in society
which affect and are affected by the organization.
Decision-makers might therefore elect to sacrifice
some profits to meet the needs of some segment of
society directly related to the organization. Thus,
while short-range profits might be lower, the belief
isthat long-range profits will be increased.

Enlightened Self-Interest. With the social unrest of
the 1960's, a new philosophy of social responsibility
for business began to develop. It was felt by some
managers that economic success should not take
priority over the social and physical environment of
the society in which an organization exists. This philosophy, often described as enlightened self-interest,
maintains that major business actions can be under-

"Christianity is not based upon the survival
of any economic or social system."
taken that do not have any direct relationship to
profit. Therefore, management may decide to "invest" the resources of the organization in social programs, charities, environmental
protection,
and
other activities which do not directly increase and
may even reduce profits.
Englightened self-interest differs from the philosophy of trustee management in that it permits decisions that lack obvious relationships to either longor short-range profit. Although profit may not be the
primary consideration, actions taken are believed to
be in the ultimate best interests of the firm. Therefore, an organization that contributes to colleges and
universities may not be able to quantify its investment in terms of net profit. But, to the extent that
the organization draws its future managerial and
technical talent from college-educated people, it
will ultimately benefit. Likewise, the environmental
and social improvements funded by a corporation
may result in a better climate for its business activities. Certainly, publicized social actions by an organization can enhance its public image and result
in many benefits that are difficult to measure
adequately.

The Current State of Social Responsibility
Although the three philosophies of social responsibility discussed here evolved in a chronological sequence, all exist today. In fact, a single organization
could conceivably operate under all three philosophies. Extremely large, diversified corporations may
employ profit maximization in one division or area
while adopting trusteeship management and enlightened self-interest in other segments of the business. Even the same division or unit management
may shift from the implementation of one view to
another depending upon the situation. Most organi-

6

zations, however, do adopt an overall approach to
social responsibility that can be categorized under
one of the three perspectives we have discussed.

The Business of Business. Although it is the oldest
concept of social responsibility, the profit maximization view is still a popular one. Those who believe
that the "business of business is business" are supported by some highly persuasive arguments from
very different points of view.
Noted economist Milton Friedman argues that
managers are employees of the stockholders of a
corporation and have no right to spend its resources
on projects that do not have the potential to increase
profits. 4 The only responsibility corporate executives
have, according to Friedman, is to conduct the business in accordance with the desires of its owners,
and that generally means to make as much money
as possible. He believes that to ask an executive to
restrict the price increases of his organization in an
effort to curtail inflation is not in the best interest
of the owners. The same holds true for programs
such as those designed to hire and train the unemployed.
What is Business? The important question to many
observers is simply this: what is the business of business? Critics of the concept of social responsibility
tell us that corporations must stick to business and
not become involved in affairs that do not concern
their objectives (profit). However, as we have already discussed, many social issues do affect either
the short- or long-range profits of a company. Frequently it is difficult to know how significant such
effects will be, at least until after they have occurred. For this reason, .a number of informed observers and executives have argued that business must
assume certain responsibilities
as a corporate
citizenry which may not have a direct relationship
to profit.
The Committee for Economic Development, an
organization of prominent business leaders, concluded that" ... it is in the enlightened self-interest
of corporations to promote the public welfare in a
positive way."
While pointing to the fact that society expects
business to become involved in more than its own
profit making activities, the Committee for Econornic
Development made it clear that private corporations
cannot be expected to solve al I the problems of society. Those who manage socially responsible
businesses must strike a balance between profit and
responsibility - "No company of any size can willingly incur costs that would jeopardize its competitive position and threaten its survival.,,,,
Steiner sums up the difference between those who
feel business must concern itself only with profits
and those who argue for social responsibility, as fol-

___

l<iws: "The older [profit maximization] was often ir(€sponsible self-interest; the newer is enlightened in
that it reaches out to benefit society while at the
s;arnetime favoring the company. The new self-interested businessman sees that justice, due process,
and concern for employees can harmonize with the
company's best interests." 6

l'"he Christian Perspective
Some may be tempted to harmonize "the Parable

of the Talents" and Jesus' other teachings concerning
stewardship with the views of Milton Friedman and
Adam Smith. Others would contend that the very
I ife of Christ illustrated a sensitivity to the human
conditions of poverty, illness, and oppression that
requires the Christian to respond to the broader interests of society. Both points of view have the same
critical flaw.
All the approaches to social responsibility discussed here have self-interest as their central theme.
Nothing could be farther from the life and teachings
of our Lord than the concept of self-interest. The
premise upon which Christians must rest their claim
to a relationship with the Creator is the total abandonment of self-interest and the acceptance of his
will. As Luther contended, every person has to do
his or her own living and dying, and his or her own
responding to God's saving act in Christ. However,
William H. Whyte cautions that it is not possible for
administrators and managers to be individuals in
contemporary organizations. 7
This is the essential difference between the Christian and the casuist. The casuist must make decisions based upon what is best for the organization
within the overall context of society. This decision
process must always be based upon a chain of self-

,'/Nothing could be farther from the life
and teachings of our lord than the concept
of self-interest."
interests: it is in the organization's self-interest to behave in a way that enables society to continue without major upheaval, and it is in the individual's selfinterest to behave in a way that will allow the organization to realize a certain level of success. As
a matter of practice, these decisions are generally
made based upon estimates of what an individual
can take from an organization without causing it to
become bankrupt and what an organization can take
from society without causing it to unravel.
The Christian, on the other hand, does not rely
only on his reason in such decisions, but also has
the guidance of God's revelation. The principle
criterion is not self-interest, but God's will for His
creation. This must necessarily transform the Christian's behavior from one of controlled taking to un-
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selfish giving. "The committed self" is the extra dimension that Rasmussen says the Christian takes into
the decision-making process.
The concept of social responsibility is fundamentally based upon the survival of society for the good
of the majority. This means that individuals and organizations may have to sacrifice some of their objectives in order for the social system in which they
exist to survive. But the concept of individual beliefs
being sacrificed for what was believed to be the
good of society has proven itself faulty on many occasions. When we subordinate our personal beliefs
and principles to what our society defines as its best
interest, we will be led along the same path trod
by SS troopers who seared over their individual consciences with what they were told was their social
responsibility.
Christianity is not based upon the survival of any
economic or social system. The biblical example of
Christian behavior is not based upon the welfare of
any corporate body at the expense of the individual.
Even the corporate body of believers, the church,
was specifically created to support individual members rather than the individuals sacrificing themselves for the organization.
Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will in
all things grow up into him who is the Head,
that is, Christ. From him the whole body,
joined and held together by every supporting
ligament, grows and builds itself up in love,
as each part does its work.
(Eph. 4: 15-16)
The Christian sacrifices self-interest in a relationship with the "Head." Ethical behavior cannot be relegated to the collective wisdom of society, but must
remain a function of the proper relationship between
Creator and creation. The Christian, in relationship
and in accountability to God through Christ, cannot
separate faith from actions. Morality must always be
dealt with at the level of the individual's relationship
with God. It is, therefore, love rather than enlightened self-interest that must govern the decisionmaking of Christian managers .

............
~~~~~~~~~~~~~---A1mol\
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Some Thoughts on
Ethics and Values
In Business
//To be successful in business, it is imperative that a person live and conduct
business on the basis of an ethical and moral standard that is consistent
with that of the Christian believer. 11
By CARL H. STEM
urs is a business society. The daily lives of few
0
people in our country escape the web of business activities
buying (as a consumer or middleman), selling, producing to sell, or investing. The
standard of living of us all depends on the creativity,
productivity, and competitiveness of American business. As one sage observer of the American scene
is claimed to have remarked, "the business of Amer-ica is business."
Yet a continual groundswell of public concern
about the behavior of American business and American business people
as individuals
has marked
the past decade particularly. These concerns range
from questions about the role and responsibility of
business in our society to alarm about the quality
of the conduct of the individuals who lead and manage our great and small business organizations.
Numerous developments ··-·-·both at the level of
the business-society interface and at the level of the
behavior of individual
businesspersons
have
prompted this heightened, broad-based concern
about the values and ethical standards of American
business.
The impact which the pressures of a growing
population and its accompanying level of economic
activity have had on our environment has caused
problems that have been cast as "business responsibility" and "business ethics" problems. The apparently indiscriminant
release by manufacturers of
toxic wastes or other residual materials or pollutants
some of which have been harmful to human life
is an example of a "business and society" issue
that has worked to undermine public confidence in
busines and generated legislation to regulate such
activity.
C.Jrl H. Stem is Dean of the Colh!gc of Busirwss Adrninistration at Texas
Jech University, a position he has held since 197S, and serves on the
1

Board of Trustees of lv1issionJournal.

Consumerism as a movement is largely attributed
to distrust of business - distrust arising from poor
quality workmanship, poor and dangerous product
design, and inadequate disclosure including warnings about product performance and quality, pricing, and terms of sale. Questionable conduct in professions such as accounting and in the securities and
financial industries and the accompanying public
outcry with resulting legislative action, have eroded
confidence and created new regulatory activity and
disclosure and professional standards requirements.
Hardly a day passes but that we do not read of
some scandal involving a business person. A corporate officer embezzles company funds, has been engaged in fraudulant activity, has used his or her corporate position for personal gain, has padded the
company books to make matters look better than
they in fact are, and on and on.
All this has led to growing concern about the
moral and ethical framework within which American business operates. The widespread moralizing
about the sad state of busines ethics and the fingerpointing which has gone on cast a pall over American business that has been demoralizing to those engaged in business and unhealthy to our society in
general.
The brief thoughts which follow will deal with
some aspects of business ethics at both levels: the
level of business and its role in society, and the level
of the conduct of the individual business person.

Business and Society
The problems relating to the impact of business
activities on the environment have come to a head
in our country as the growth in population and the
accompanying
level of economic activity have
pushed up against the limits of our heretofore abundant natural resources. The dumping of textile mill

/UNI:,

""'astes, for example, into the fresh waters of our rivers
to the mill operators a costless way of disposing of wastes -- was of little cost to the environment
21 long as the volume and hence the polluting imJli\Ct was small. Such dumping by business was historically nothing unusual. In a nation of abundant
space and water, we were all dumpers of waste and
trash. Many a beautiful hillside, ravine, canyon and
valley had become dumping places across the nation.
The manufacture of low-cost but high-pollutant
automobiles was inconsequential to our environment as long as the automobile population was
small, but as it grew, the cost to the environment
of polluting automobiles became abundantly clear,
especially in areas susceptible to smog such as
Southern California. Growing volumes of waste materials dumped on land and in our nation's air and
waters finally became too costly to our society to
ignore.
With all the moralizing and finger-pointing about
irresponsible and unethical conduct in the matter of
the adverse environmental impact of business, I believe we may have been a bit unfair to American

With all the moralizing and finger-pointing about irresponsible and unethical conduct in the matter of the adverse environmental impact of business, I believe we
may have been a bit unfair to American
business."
11
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business. Such problems were really bigger than any
individual firm no matter how large - could
handle. The problem was essentially one of internalizing into the manufacturing cost structure costs
that previously had been borne by society in general
- the cost of pol luted waters
so that these costs,
now reflected in the higher price of the product or
service, would be borne explicitly by the purchasers.
The establishment of a framework within which
firms would be forced on an equal basis to internalize costs that had formerly been borne by the environment is a matter of public policy. While firms
in any given industry could achieve the same end
through voluntary codes of conduct, this generally
does not occur.
An individual
firm is unable to internalize
singlehandedly new costs unless its competitors also
work within the same conduct-cost framework. The
firm that attempted to incorporate the additional cost
of eliminating toxic wastes, for example, into its cost
structure would not be able to con1pete in an open
market with firms that did not incorporate the same
cost, other things being equal.
Voluntary codes of conduct, while !audible, may
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not necessarily be the most desirable way of establishing frameworks within which business can operate. Voluntary arrangements reflect only the views
and values of the leaders of the business sector of
society. While responsible business leaders have
contributed and continue to make valuable contributions to the formulation of public policy for
business, the making of public policy rightly involves all segments of society and should be carried
out through the representative legislative process,
not left to business alone.
Some of the rampant criticism of American business in the matter of its role in and responsibility
to society has been voiced by critics in such a way
as to imply wistfully that "perhaps as a society we
should think about doing away with business," or
if this can't be done, "we should think about eliminating private enterprise business -- which obviously by nature is irresponsible and unethical." Obviously, since we are a business society, we can't
do the former; ergo, we must do the latter, some
critics would propose.
First, I believe it irnportant to recognize clearly
that the primary role of business in society is to provide the highest possible standard of living for a nation's citizenry through the efficient and effective
use of available resources. Obviously the physical
conditions and psychological conditions - reflecting the degree of personal freedom and quality of
government in a country - are important aspects
of a standard of living. Business organizations and
business leaders as responsible citizens should - as
many do - be concerned with, work toward, and
contribute to the development of the public policy
framework within which business can operate on a
fair and competitive basis. But the responsibility for
the establishment of the public policy framework for
business rests with society as a whole.
Second, one need not go very far to find out that
state-owned (socialized) business is no more ethical
or responsible to society than private enterprise business. If anything, socialized business is usually less
ethical and responsible to society than private business. Typically, it is associated with repressive government and severely constrained individual liberties and freedoms. Because of less effective motivation-reward systems, state-owned business typically
is less efficient -- hence less responsible - in resource utilization.
The role and responsibility of business in our society today largely reflect the views, mores, and attitudes of our larger society, not just those of the
leaders, executives, and managers of the business
sector. The role of business is reflective of what the
citizenry at large want from business. If we are concerned about its role in our society, perhaps we
should take a few moments to look into the mirror.
9
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Conduct of the Individual in Business
I well remember in my youth the endless discussions in church classes and groups about whether
it would be possible to be both Christian and successful in business, politics, or law. It was typically
argued by those who strongly warned youth away
from these careers that the intensely competitive environments and overly abundant opportunities to engage in unethiuil conduct to "get or stay ahead" of
the competition or at times, "to survive," would relegate conscientious Christians to failure in these
fields or preclude business people, politicians, and
lawyers from Christian conduct.
With the hindsight now of many more years of
experience in and observation of life, I find neither
the presence of competition nor opportunity for unethical conduct in business, law, or politics particularly unique to those fields. Almost everyone - regardless of career
operates in a more or less competitive environment, one in which it is quite possible to "get ahead" in the short run by lying, cheating, withholding information, misrepresenting facts,
or giving deliberately wrong impressions. Perhaps
there are more opportunities for unethical behavior
in these fields than in other arenas of human activity, but unethical behavior is not reserved to them.
I am comfortable in saying that I feel
on the
basis of personal observation and experience -- that
most successful business persons are highly ethical
in their executive and managerial activities. If busi-

"The role of business is reflective of what
the citizenry at large want from business.
If we are concerned about its role in our
society, perhaps we should take a few moments to look into the mirror."
ness people do not practice a high quality of ethics,
they will not be successful for long. Trust and integrity are vital to business. Businesses could not operate if business persons did not trust each other to
perform as promised or as expected.
Professor Joseph McCuire of the University of
California-Irvine,
a long-time student of American
business, recently made this observation about
American business people:
... I should note that in my thirty-year association with large numbers of executives, I have
never met one who did not appear to adhere
to an ethical code of some sort ....
These
managers, not conversant with the philosophical
nuances or theological distinctions of scholars,
claim as their ethical standards the principles
expressed in the Ten Commandments and/or in
such simple general rules as "the greatest good
for the greatest number," "be true unto thyself," and the "Colden Rule." ...
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I have concluded from the discussion of countless ethical incidents with hundreds of managers
that executives appear to be unusually righteous
in their defense of, and belief in, ethical absolutes. Only a small number of business managers
believe that ethical beliefs are culturally determined, but a growing number believe that what
ought to be considered right and wrong depends
primarily on the situation. 1
This is not to say that the highly ethical business
person will always make the decision that appears
right to everyone. As in any situation with ethical
implications, the ethics-oriented business decision is
seldom a clear-cut, black and white decision. As in
all situations, the ethics-oriented business decision
involves a decision-maker who has a particular perspective on the problem, a perspective that may not
be known, understood, or appreciated by outside
observers and critics. As with any person, the ethical
business person may make a mistake, engage in bad
judgment, or give in to the pressures and temptations of the moment and make a decision or engage
in an activity that is morally and ethically wrong.
Additionally,
there are many people engaged in
business - as in other professions
who are not
ethical in their conduct. As consumers and business
persons, we must beware of them and constantly be
on guard against being "taken" by them. But these
arc the non-successful people. Sure, many may last
for a time. Some may be able to sustain a life-long
career in business while conducting themselves in
a marginally ethical or perhaps even an unethical
manner, but the annals of history record few.
To be successful in business, it is imperative that
a person live and conduct business on the basis of
an ethical and moral standard that is consistent with
that of the Christian believer. To do otherwise would
be to run the serious risk of failure. A person who
cannot be trusted, whose integrity is questionable,
and whose primary concern is with getting from
each deal the most for himself at all cost to the other
party -- typical of the fly-by-nighter
may eke out
a living by staying on the go for a while, but in no
use of the word could he be called "successful."
James Cash Penney called his first store in Hanni-·
bal, Missouri, "The Colden Rule Store," broadcasting to the consumers that the company would treat
them just as the company itself would want to be
treated. Sears Roebuck & Co. has always had the
policy -- as long as I have dealt with them -- that
"the customer is always right." No matter the
reason, they will refund your money on anything
you have purchased from them. (Many companies
operate with the same policy.) In this case, the company frequently gets "taken" by the unethical consumer who returns articles that have been worn or
goods that have been damaged through customer
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negligence rather than company fault.
The Christian in business will always be amply
and severely tested. No question about it. When
economic conditions arc bad, as they now arc, and
f'J1any companies find themselves losing money,
their capital eroding, and themselves perhaps even

''/ am comfortable in saying that I feel -

on the basis of personal observation and
experience - that most successful business persons are highly ethical in their executive and managerial activities."
declaring bankruptcy, the temptations to lie to make
a sale, to pad the books, to misrepresent the facts,
become severe indeed. Whether one bears up under
the pressure or succumbs to an unethical approach
is truly a test of the Christian's faith.
As in all ethical situations, there is no easy way
out, no simple solution rule when one is faced with.
the choin! of doing what is "right" or "wrong." The

true mettle of the individual is called into play. The
reservoir of values that have been accurnulated over
a lifetime is drawn on. The true character of the individual is revealed.
I believe the Christian of deep faith is better
equipped to deal successfully with the ethical situations of the business world - or any other profession or activity, for that matter -- than the typical
non-believer. The Christian who draws the strength
that comes only from belief in an omnipotent, caring
Father -· revealed to us through the Christ - who
finds support in troubled times in prayer and the invaluable wisdom of God's biblical revelation, I
would suggest, is better prepared and more likely
to weather the temptations of life than the non-be 1
liever.
It may be trite, but I believe it is undeniably tru(..~:
we -- our society -- could well use more, rather
than less, true believers in business.___MlfflOI\
1
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Business Ethics:
A Christian Perspective
As Jesus modeled a higher code of behavior for his followers, so we as
Christians must reflect this higher calling in our business affairs. 11
11

By JEREE. YA TES
ollowing a brief review of the connection among
law, ethics, and religion, two popular rationalizations concerning
business and ethics will be
examined before then turning attention to three specific approaches which may help Christian business
people to make decisions which arc both ethic1I
and Christian.

F

Law, Ethics, and Religion
for the Christian the relationships among law,
ethics, and religion arc somewhat different from
what they arc for the nonChristian. Law is an attempt to codify societal norms and customs and thus
is a minimal ethic. The Christian under most cir!l'rt' l. Y.11l•..,
i'-> Ch,1iqH'r..,on of tlw l)ivi'.-.ion of Bu,irn'"" Admini..,1r,1tion .rnd
Proft,..,..,or of M,m,1g<•nwnt in P<'ppPrdi1H' lJniv<•r..,ity\ S<'<lVt'r CollPg<',
Malibu, ( ',1liforni,1.

cumstances views the breaking of the law as wrong.
Cases of civil disobedicrK(' where unju'st laws arc
broken for the expressed purpose of highlighting
their injustices to tlw public arc truly exccptionc1I.
When faced with an ethical decision, law is often
an adequate guide even though by its very nature
it is a minimal requirement on human conduct. Law
also faces the lirnitation of lagging behind the moral
consciousness of society, or perhaps of becoming
outd.itcd.
Ethics as a field of study is a part of philosophy
which depends wholly upon human reason to decide right and wrong in human conduct. Professional ethics, or business ethics in this case, reflects
the norms and standards of a group of professionals.
Ethical st,rndards among professionals often go
beyond what law demands, even though the enforcement of these standards is inconsistent among
11
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professional societies. The various codes of conduct
probably do lend some helpful guidance to the conscientious individual,
but do little to deter the
schemers.
The Christian business person has not only law
and codes of conduct to guide him or her, but also
the religious teaching of the Christian faith, especially as embodied in the teachings and example of
Jesus. Religion provides a maximal ethic in addition
to the minimal ethic of the law.
Christians can expect non-religious
business
people to accept their religious values only to the
extent that they have crept into the laws and the profesional codes of conduct; of themselves, they must
freely impose higher standards. As Jesus modeled a
higher code of behavior for his followers, so we as
Christians must reflect this higher calling in our business affairs. Jesus did not separate religion from life
(nor did the Old Testament prophets), and neither
must we.

Popular Rc1tionc1/izc1tions
Is Business Bluffing Ethical?

0

A deceptively appealing argument for separating
business and religious ethics has been presented by
Albert Z. Carr. 1 Carr says that business ethics is similar to a poker player bluffing. Bluffing is certainly
within the rules for poker, and no one would be
considered to be cheating if he or she bluffed. Carr
argues that business has its own unique rules and
as long as one plays by those rules, that person is
ethical.
As with most analogies there undoubtedly are
some situations in which there might be some truth
to this model (e.g., labor negotiations); but for the
Christian to accept the analogy as a basic premise

;/Doing the loving thing toward one's
neighbor is difficult enoughi yet we face
the complexity of loving many neighbors
- weighing various interests against each
other.I/
is problematic. Because there are so many aspects
to business, one could never know for certain that
the! rules of the game had been agreed to by all parties. Besides, business doesn't operate in a vacuum,
but as an integral part of society; society hasn't
givc'n it permission to operate according to its own.
rules.
It is also quite questionable whether one can follow the expediency ethic at work and a higher ethic
in his or her personal life; to endeaver to do so is
to fall victim to the lesser ethic. Only fallacious logic
says that dishonesty ceases to be dishonesty when
everyone knows the rules of the game don't call for
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honesty. If this were the case, then the Christian
must indeed question whether the game can be
played at all.
Business life is more than a game. For the Christian business and religious practices are inseparable.
The best thing about the poker analogy is that it does
help explain how some people can rationalize their
business behavior.

Is Good Ethics Good Business?
Another rationalization that is popular is found in
the proposition that "good ethics is good business."
This claim deserves close scrutiny. Proponents of
this view typically present three arguments: (1) business people who act ethically toward others encourage others to act ethically toward them; (2) inherent
dangers and punishments are associated in treating
others unethically; (3) virtue ultimately will triumph
over evil. 2
Support for each of these arguments is anecdotal.
The appeal of the "good ethics is good business"
proposition is in part based upon the possibility of
having the best of both worlds and not having to
make any tough choices between being businesslike
and ethical.
In fact, some believe that pursuing spiritual values
will pay off financially! Holders of this proposition
also arc able to defend their ethical behavior to their
more "hard-core" friends in the "real" world because, after all, business success is their ultimate
goal.
I have some problems with the "good ethics is
good business" proponents. First, anecdotal evidence is not very conclusive at all because every
case that can be presented by proponents can be
matched by the opponents. Second, Christianity
does not teach that ethical behavior in business will
lead to business success. Of course, ethical behavior
may; but then it may not. Third, the idea not only
may be misleading, but actually may be dangerous
as indicated by this quotation:
. . . the suggestion that there is some close,
causal connection between business success
and spiritually oriented behavior seems, at
best, deceptively superficial and fraught with
dangers of disillusionment for those who follow it. At worst, there may even be a danger
that, through its appealing simplicity, the proposition could deaden one's sensitivity to the
ethical challenges each of us continually faces.
If embraced wholeheartedly and employed in·discriminatcly as the rationale for business decisions, the concept that good ethics is good
business could lead unwittingly to acceptance
of the reverse corollary that good business is
good ethics
and to the deceptive assump-

tion that men of goodwill somehow will, automatically and without conflict, serve values in
their action. 3
Finally, the idea could result in religious values
being seen as a primary means to business success
rather than as prized goals in their own right.
Three Approaches

The Golden Rule
An impressive number of studies indicates that
business people cite the golden rule as their major
guide to ethical behavior. Yet the simple injunction
of Jesus, "Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you," has been criticized severely as impractical. 4
Four of these criticisms may be useful to explore.
First, it is alleged that the golden rule assumes that
"others" are more or less equal to you and thus capable of reciprocating behavior. It is argued that a
company president and a lower-level employee
can't use the golden rule as a guide in their relationship because of their unequal levels. Obviously the
employee can't return equal favor for equal favor;
yet, it is questionable that Jesus intended this kind

"Some understand Fletcher to be providing
a limp standard or no standard at all and
letting the situation determine the ethical
behavior. Not sor'
of reciprocity. Jesus meant that the president should
treat the employee in the manner that the_president
would want to be treated if their roles were reversed. By the same token the employee should act
toward the president as the employee would like the
president (if the president were the employee) to act
toward him or her if either were the president. To
do this does not require equality of levels at all. Of
course, behavior would have to be realistic as well
as fair.
Second, it is alleged that you cannot apply the
golden rule because you cannot really know what
the other person would desire from your behavior.
You would not want a masochistic person doing
unto you as he or she would want you to do unto
either of them. Granted that there may be some truth
here, it still seems preferable to encourage people
to operate from the position of the golden rule rather
than from other options. I would certainly be willing
to receive such treatment from the majority of
people.
Third, it is alleged that the golden rule assumes
that other rules or customs are not being violated.
For example, custom in one country might dictate
making a person wait an hour for an appointment.
To me, however, it appears that the golden rule

could still apply. A South American might keep an
American waiting an hour, especially if he or she
knew the American was familiar with this custom,
and still be using the golden rule. After all, if the
roles were reversed, that person, knowing the custom, would not be offended. However, if the person
knew that the American was not familiar with the
difference in timing on appointments, the golden
rule might suggest that the South American would
not keep the American waiting or at least would be
sure that the American was informed of this custom.
Differences in custom, status, culture,
and
capabilities may lead to problems in perfectly applying the golden rule, but these problems do not preclude the usefulness of people trying to treat others
as they would want to be treated. Men and women
operating from such a spirit of motivation will have
adequate personal resources available for dealing
with most misunderstandings that may arise.
Fourth, it is alleged that the golden rule assumes
a similarity of preferences and tastes between the
parties. Thus, given the reality of differing preferences one could easily end up hurting, confusing,
irritating, or saddening others. Such a possibility obviously exists, especially in cross-cultural relations;
but to focus on such problems is to overlook the
many positive actions that normally would occur.
The golden rule is an ideal that can never be implemented perfectly because to do so would require
perfect people with perfect knowledge of themselves
and others. Yet, there is no doubt that an honest attempt at applying this ideal is central to the Christian
message.
The basic problem of all these allegations is the
assumption that the golden rule is simply a fairness
ethic. Fairness may be a part of the golden rule, but
the primary thrust of the golden rule is not so restrictive. The golden rule is a religious ethic and provides the opportunity to treat your fellowman with
greater love and generosity than a fairness ethic
would dictate.

Principle of Proportionality
The principle of proportionality as advocated by
Thomas M. Garrett synthesizes four concerns of traditional ethicists: means, end, motive, and consequences. 5 Garrett assumes that there are different
types of evil consequences
major evils, which attack the very dignity of what it means to be human
or deprive one of the means necessary for human
growth; and minor evils, which harm a physical good
or some useful means that is not essential to human
dignity. Causing serious damage to one's health
would be a major evil; firing a person would be a
minor evil because another job could be obtained.
Believing that we should be responsible for whatever we propose as a means or an end, Garrett pre-
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sentshis principle of proportionality.
If both the means and the end I am willing are
good in and of themselves, I may ethically permit or risk the foreseen but unwilled side effects if, and only if, I have a proportionate
reason for doing so. 6
Garrett is not saying that the end justifies the means.
To be sure, the means willed must be good itself.
It would not be appropriate to commit arson on your
place of business to save the firm from bankruptcy
because the means (arson) is evil in itself. The principle of proportionality would at best only give a
good reason for permitting or risking side effects
which are not means to the end. If you want to market a new prescription drug for insomnia to keep
your company afloat, you may do so after the proper
legal clearances even though you know harmful effects will accrue to those who don't follow the recommended dosage. You neither will these harmful
side effects nor are they your goal. Garrett uses the
word "permit" to refer to an evil which is foreseen
as certain, but not willed as either a means or an
end; the word "risk" indicates the evil is foreseen
as probable, but not the means or end. Under no
circumstances would Garrett justify permitting or
risking a major evil willed by you as a means or
an end.
What is proportionality? Having a good reason for
proceeding with your action, and feeling only limited responsibility for that portion of your action
which you alone can control, are what is meant by
proportionality. To help in judging proportionality
Garrett provides five criteria: (1) the type of goodness or evil involved, (2) the urgency of the situation, (3) the certainty or probability of the effects,
(4) the intensity of one's influence on the effects,
and (5) the availability of alternate means. 7
Applying the first criterion, a good that is necessary to sustain a business would outweigh a good

/./Menand women operating from the spirit
of the golden rule will have adequate personal resources available for dealing with
most misunderstandings that may arise."
that is merely useful: paying dividends in the shortrun is a useful good that may have to be foregone
in hard times. Similarly, using the second criterion,
meeting the payroll is more urgent than spending
money on training and research. The third criterion
would suggest that spending money on an idea with
a high probability of success and low probability of
serious harm to anyone would take precedence over
options with opposite probabilities. Using the fourth
criterion you might fire an employee who is chronically absent because as the employer you have only
a limited amount of influence over the employee's
14

attendance record. Finally, you should consider
whether through another means you could achieve
the desired results with lesser evils or perhaps no
evil side effects whatsoever. Rather than dismissing
the chronic absentee, you might first consider less
drastic disciplinary measures.
Garrett emphasizes that it is unethical to will a
major evil either as a means or an end. Yet minor
evils can be willed, risked, or permitted if there is
a proportionate reason. The strengths of Garrett's approach lie in the flexibility it allows in the synthesis
of such classical considerations as motive (will),
means, end, and consequences (side effects). The
primary weaknesses are the vagueness and ambiguity which necessarily surround such concepts as
major and minor evils and the subjectivity in applying the criteria for determining proportionality.

Situation Ethics
In seeking to avoid the customary distortions of
religion and ethics by pietism's separation of religion
and life, moralism's trivializing
morality,
and
legalism's rigid adherence to the letter of the law,
Joseph Fletcher has proposed a situational ethic
based upon love as the essential nature of God. 8 As
a guide for human conduct the only absolute is
agape - the kind of love that God is and extends
to us. Agape is not sentimental or emotional; rather
it is a disposition or purpose of the will. This will
to love one's neighbor may even require one to be
careful and calculating to know how best to demonstrate th is neighborly concern for the welfare of
others. "Tough" action such as firing someone is not
precluded; it just may be that such action would
bring one to realize aspects of himself or herself previously unacknowledged. To love is not necessarily
to like or feel affection for someone; it is difficult
to decide on or to will such emotions. But one can
will loving action even toward an enemy.
In application, Fletcher would argue that in every
situation the Christian should seek the loving action.
Ordinarily, such action would be consistent with
various laws and understandings that are a part of
the Judeo-Christian heritage. However, Fletcher
would argue that when any of these laws in a particular situation do not serve agape, we must break
them and not feel guilty. In principle, this view
would be similar to Jesus' saying that the Sabbath
was made for man rather than man for the Sabbath.
For example, if faced with only the two choices of
lying or doing bodily harm to someone, Fletcher
would probably opt for lying. The lesser of two evils
is not an evil but a good.
Some understand Fletcher to be providing a limp
standard or no standard at all and letting the situation determine the ethical behavior. Not so! The
situation determines nothing! People, using the

agape principle

and taking into consideration the
situation, decide what to do. The end of agape does
justify the means. The objection may arise that only
Jesushad the prerogative of setting aside moral laws
in service of agape; our human insight is too fallible
to be afforded the same privilege. Yet isn't Jesus the
great example whom we are to emulate? We will
never do as well as he, but should we not try?
The strengths of situation ethics for business
people are that it humanizes business decisions,
provides flexibility for complex circumstances, and
highlights the importance of the individual. Its principal weakness is the fact that fallible humans must
try to understand and apply such a divine concept
as agape. To do so perfectly is impossible; to do so
imperfectly is both possible and necessary.

Conclusion
The above three approaches may indeed prove of
value to the Christian business person who desires
to do right. But let me hasten to add that wanting
to do right, and even understanding
some
frameworks that may help us determine what is
right, are much easier accomplishments than are actually knowing what to do and doing it. Yet, being
concerned and agonizing over decisions is impor-

tant because when we cease such deliberations it
will be a sign that we have capitulated to the forces
of evil. Doing the loving thing toward one's neighbor is difficult enough; yet we face the complexity
of loving many neighbors - weighing various interests against each other. The task is not easy, but the
Master never said it would be. Our ever-present
temptation is to reduce the teachings of Jesus such
as "love thy neighbor as thyself" to a "prefab" moral
code, forcing reality to fit the rules rather than carefully and prayerfully considering how the teachings
of Jesus apply to the unique, complicated reality we
encounter. The difficulty of the task should keep us
hum b Ie.
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"We can no longer pretend that democracy and capitalism are basically
compatible."
By W. ROYCE CLARK

merican history is a narrative of experiments.
Many of these experiments have grown to international significance and potency after their American birth and adolescence. Two of the most obvious
of these are capitalism and democracy, which have
formed what economist Arthur Okun labels "a most
improbable mixture." 1 The unique American forms
of democracy and capitalism, in turn, were spawned
from the ideological base of individualism which received its impetus through the newly created voluntarism in religion in America, a "lively experiment"
that historian Sidney Mead notes overturned four-

A

teen hundred years of tradition within less than two
.
2
centuries.

W. Royce Clark is Professor in the Division of Religion, Seaver College,
Pepperdine University, Malibu, California.

Perhaps these developments were inevitable in
light of the givens: the Calvinistic presuppositions of
the Puritans, the necessity of trade and credit in
settling a new land, the fight for sheer survival, the
eventual religious and ethnic pluralism within the
States, the remoteness from the mother country and
its laws and controls, the almost infinite expanse of
land in America, the necessity of co-operation in
order to build and of ingenuity to meet practical
problems of an unprecedented nature.

Development and Problems
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We have come a long way, and we can be proud.
/\ nation was forged out of a wilderness to offer
people the maximum of freedoms within the most
reasonable structure of restraints; to honor the sanctity of individual religious belief and conscience; to
provide, as much as is humanly possible, social
structures that offer equality of opportunity and incentive if not actual distribution of wealth; and to
foster a system of basic political rights of an egalitarian nature that could be protected from infringement. We have struggled between an unfettered individualism and a collective conscience, between
religious ideals and the necessities of the real world,
between altruism and utter selfishness.
We have not lost the battle, but neither have we
yet won. Our history is neither unambiguous nor
free from human exploitation. While we can take
pride in the relative success that has been accomplished in these areas, while we find ourselves unable to gainsay our present affluence vis-a-vis the

"We Americans are still operating for the
most part from an ideology that is passe. 11
rest of the world, and while we have to admit that
it is not insignificant that we are perhaps the only
country on earth in which less than 20% of its population lives at an absolute poverty level -- there is
a "nevertheless."
There is the fact that we have our permanently
disadvantaged class in America. We are in the midst
of a recession which is now affecting the international economy. We have unemployment problems,
racial problems, welfare problems, pollution problems, and educational problems. Potential war
hangs in the balance in many troubled spots today,
not simply because of ideological differences but because of depressing economic conditions and inequalities in distribution. Multinational corporations
which earlier profited from portfolio and direct investment approaches in other countries now find
themselves threatened by hostile nationalism, insufficient political support at home, or general bankruptcy. 3

Reinterpretation

Nol Abandonment

What I am suggesting is not altogether new, but
it needs perhaps to be said in a way differently from
usual: we Americans are still operating for the most
part from an ideology that is passe. We continue to
follow the strange psychology that reads that bigger
must be better, that opponents can be endeared by
selling them arms, and that we truly are the elect
ordained by God.
Although most of this ideology helped establish
our country, it is no longer sufficiently realistic to
sustain the nation, much less to help sustain the in-
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ternational community. We must begin to make
some new choices; we have no alternative. We can
no longer operate with the divine sanction of profit
that Calvinism provided to early Western capitalism,
and we certainly cannot equate wealth with inherent
righteousness and approval by God, which used to
be the case and even dominated our mentality until
the Great Depression. 4
We can no longer pretend that democracy and
capitalism are basically compatible. The problem of
efficiency versus equality is not one noted by
economists alone, for business leaders themselves
during the last decade have expressed doubt that our
capitalistic economy can survive if we continue to
allow each citizen a vote! 5
Finally, as the late British economist,
E.F.
Schumacher, insisted/' our basic presupposition that
bigger is better, that success is to be measured by
quantity of production and consumption, is a value
judgment that can only lead us down the road to
greater and greater international conflict. This conflict is inevitable on the international scene, for example, in the horrible inequality in the consumption
of non-renewable fossil fuels/ and the nine years
since Schumacher predicted this has verified his insights. But even on a national level, when the top
20% in the United States have as much wealth after
taxes as th~, bottom 60°,{, the American myth of
unlimited economic mobility becomes only a cruel
joke and fuel for the fires of conflict rather than a
realistic approach to life.B
The very fact that business leaders have become
aware of the credibility gap they suffer with the

;;Did not Jesus exalt all human beings so
highly that he lost 'respectability' as it
would have been defined even by the religious of his day?"
American public is evidence that we Americans are
not uncritical and that we are not incapable of
change. 9 But whatever the future needs from us as
a workable ideology to support life, it cannot be a
simple return to the philosophies of the seventeenth
through nineteenth centuries. What we must do is
reinterpret our traditions.
But that is extremely difficult. It is usually much
easier to convert to something radically new by tossing over entirely the old structure. Revolutions are
briefly more painful than reform, but much easier
to accomplish since they allow people to be swept
from one position to another without necessarily
examining either position in depth. On the other
hand, reforn1 disallows our being simplistic. Reinterpretation demands the greatest critical acumen,
rigorous honesty divested of ego-centered motives
and interests, and courage combined with patience.

It is my belief that our traditions of capitalism and
democracy are far too fundamental to the human
spirit and world community and too deeply engrained in our past to be cast aside or traded. And
it may just be that the strictly voluntaristic nature of
American religion allows us an opportunity to reinterpret both of these traditions more freely and effectively than if we had a particular state religion. What
I am suggesting, then, is basically this: just as our
lead has been followed throughout the world in the
areas of capitalism and democracy (so much that
even Eastern countries which industrialized became
"Western" in their economic ethic without the Western Judaeo-Christian religious ideology), 10 and just
as the good and bad alike that were characteristic
of our development have marked the development
of Westernized economies of other countries; so,
now, perhaps our reinterpretation of our tradition
might help alleviate also in these other countries
some of the problems we have experienced, some
of the dead-ends inherent within the old philosophy,
and a few of the problems unique to the incompatibility of Eastern religions with Western economics.
Specific Re-formulatiom
God's Relation to Our Wealth or Poverty
Who would deny that the first order of business
is in rethinking our attitude toward this world's
goods? In the language of the Judaeo-Christian heritage, I am saying, "Down with Deuteronomy and up
with Job and Jesus!" It was the basic philosophy of
the Deuteronomist that influenced Calvin so much,
and from there made its way into an eventually-secularized model that says that if I have, I must deserve it, but if you do not have, you also must deserve that! 11 As Reinhold Niebuhr pointed out years
ago, this serves the dominant class as a fruitful subterfuge to justify its retention of the inequalities of
the status quo. 12
More specifically, Calvin believed that humans
have the obligation to obey all of God's commands,
a fact he found continually
re-emphasized in
Deuteronomy. Since he was convinced that all were
born totally depraved, it followed that obedience
could be possible only through the implanting within a person of irresistible, character-transforming
grace. Only those predestined by God's almighty
sovereignty would be saved by his grace, and these
elect would therefore be the only people capable of
keeping God's commands. As they did so, they
could expect to be blessed materially as described
in detail in Deuteronomy 28. "Discipline" to assure
oneself of such election in Calvin's thought was expanded to "method" in Puritanism, and one's evident worthiness evidenced by the blessings was
eventually mixed with one's obligation to make the

most of one's talents. 13 This, applied to vocation,
culminated in the idea that one had a divine obligation to select the work at which one could make
the most profit. 14
In all fairness to Calvin, he felt that the Christian's
attitude toward the world's goods shou Id be neither
one of self-indulgence nor asceticism. In between
these extremes lay the understanding that everything
we have has come from God and must be used for
God's glory, and this could be accomplished best

;;It is my belief that our traditions of capitalism and democracy are far too fundamental to the human spirit and world community and too deeply engrained in our
past to be cast aside or traded."
through industry, frugality, moderation, and stewardship.15 Unfortunately, however, the burgeoning
capitalistic world did not allow all the Calvinists to
remain so unselfish, and as Tawney says, the religious obsession with one's self eventually degenerated to a gross individualism depriving later generations of any kind of vital social conscience. 1c,
But is there not another way of seeing the JudaeoChristian scriptures in the matter of worldly goods?
Yes, and it is just as authentically Jewish and Christian as was the understanding of the Deuteronomist
and Calvin. Job and Ecclesiastes provide an alternative suggesting that time and chance happen to everything in life (an idea totally foreign to the
Deuteronomist), including one's fortunes. The absurdity of one's destiny or birth, the irrational element of evil in the world, and the finitude that negates even the lasting value of all material things,
here stand in terrific tension with the Deuteronomic
philosophy.
From the New Testament, the emphasis of the Sermon on the Mount is on a God whose responses
in the world are NOT conditioned upon the merit of
the human recipients. God is here pictured as engaging in uncalculated or indiscriminate giving: "for
he makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good,
and sends rain on the just and on the unjust" (Matt.
5:45b). Attached to this description is the motive
clause, "so that you may be sons of your Father who
is in heaven." This is the primary ethical base, if not
the only ethical base, that supports the kind of unselfish love and concern illustrated and demanded
not only in the Sermon on the Mount but in Jesus'
teachings and life in general.
Such a view could be cultivated only by the person who fully experiences life as the grace of God.
Grace, ironically, was also present in Deuteronomy,
but it was overpowered by the concept of a burdensome law in the Christian interpretation of Judaism.
If grace is really as important theologically in the
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Christian tradition as we seem to feel, it should serve
as the great equalizer. If grace eliminates all our
claims on God for spiritual blessings or salvation
since all have sinned - it would make sense that
no claims of a material nature could be made on
God for the same reason.
It may be true that Benjamin Franklin said through
Poor Richard that "God helps them that help themselves/' and "God gives all things to industry/' but
Franklin was neither an apostle of Jesus nor much
of a scholar of the Christian faith. He simply knew
how to use the symbols of "God" and "Providence"
at appropriate times to lend authority to his own
views. But his thought is so deep in the American
subconscious that we find it almost blasphemy to
think Franklin wrong and Jesus right!
After all, does not piety demand that I offer thanks
to God for everything I have? And if everything I
have comes from God, and I happen to have much,
that surely must be an indication that God must not
be too displeased with me. And if minorities or other
cultures do not have much wealth, it must be obvious that God has for some reason withheld it from
them. He must have His reasons! Right? Wrong! according to Jesus.
Divine Election or Responsibility to All Humans
This predestination on a material level becomes
much more socially volatile than when it functions
only on a spiritual plane. But the concept of election, though a part of the Christian tradition, must
surely be seen finally today for what it really was
- the attempt at self-respect by a persecuted minority. Such was its Jewish origin, and similar circumstances were present as earliest Christianity
picked up the unfruitful, exclusivistic symbol from
Judaism and applied it to itself in opposition to
Judaism. What an irony! 17
Worse than this, it has been a concept utilized
to justify holy wars, plundering of every sort, racial
and ethnic discrimination,
material inequalities,
etc., throughout our history. The idea of a particular
people being God's elect has promoted the feeling
that human life outside the elect is of little value.
Certainly for those who belong to the elect, even
material things that can be utilized in their lives take
on more inherent worth than those humans who do
not belong to the group.
This kind of exclusivity can be justified even from
the most advanced ethical formulations of the Old
Testament, the prophets, who never moved beyond
nationalism (except Jonah), despite their appeal to
liberal Christians. Further, the Pastoral Letters, General Letters, and Revelation in the Christian scrip-tures also promote a very strong exclusivism which
has so I ittle regard for outsiders as to suggest that
a Christian need not feel an obligation to pray for

certain people (I Jn. 5:16) but should extend help
to one's 11brother" (I Jn. 3:17), awaiting the time
when the opposition will be properly disposed of by
God. Ethics in these documents is blind to obligations to outsiders. They are not to be converted;
rather, "Let the evildoer still do evil, and the filthy
sti 11 be fi Ithy, and the righteous sti 11 do right, and
the holy still be holy" (Rev. 22:11 ). rn
The question for our day is whether this worldview and this ethical model suffice for all time to
come. Do we not have warrant for reinterpreting this
image, whether it stands with us as a religious or
national election, and beginning to develop Chris-

Nfn forfeiting the significant modes of ethical influence, we refuse to live responsibly
toward our world and our fellow-humans."
tian ethics rooted in the confession that all humans
are made in the image of God, are recipients of
God's mercies and concern, and have their unique
place within the complex web of society? When
Paul recites the great Hymn to Love in I Cor. 13,
surely he is not thinking only of a love for the '1elect"
or for our brethren, a love so narrow that it would
allow us to value material wealth more than lives
of other humans. Yet, in Schumacher's analysis of
the problem of western economics, he cites precisely the fact that we value things above humans. 19
Inasmuch as the concept of ourselves as an elect
people has been responsible for this to a large degree, this is a concept which we must abandon.
As Christians, I am sure that we should do what
Schumacher suggested a Buddhist ethic would do,
viz. 1 create an ethic as if people mattered. Such an
ethic would be characterized by a desire for full employment and for maintaining economic structures
that could bring satisfaction to workers as they are
able to develop their creativity, overcome their egocenteredness by joining with others in a common
task, and help produce goods and services needed
for "a becoming existence." 20
This is all entailed in the Buddhist concept of
"right vocation," a part of the Eightfold Path. In fact,
Buddhism's "right vocation" would go further, concentrating upon the priority of real needs for humans
and forbidding and eliminating dishonest, irrelevant
and self-destructive industry such as commerce in
weapons of war, alcohol, and poisons. Schumacher
notes that he arbitrarily chose Buddhism as an example of a way to overcome western materialism,
but could as easily have selected Judaism, Islam, or
Christianity. 21 We would certainly like to think he
could!
Jesus indeed emphasized that the priorities in life
are love, mercy, and justice rather than profit, national security, and victory in case of war. But our
Christianity has evolved to a place far removed from

ths Jesus, to a point at which we can justify nearly
c;J.nythingin the name of "economic expediency" 22
or "cost effectiveness." The present administration
has found it "expedient" to begin its term by insisti 11gthat "human rights" would not be emphasized
to the degree of the previous administration, and
vvould not be allowed to deter economic considerations. Following this, more relaxation was given to
our international business ethics lest we be hurt financially by our stricter conscience. Later, we were
tile only nation in Geneva abstaining from a censure
of the infant-formula companies' alleged exploitation of third world peoples.
Schumacher's understanding of Buddhism is correct. Buddha would have stormed in indignation
against such misplaced values. But would not also
Jesus?! the One who befriended the disenfranchised
and the permanently disadvantaged of his society?
Did he not exalt all human beings so highly that he
lost "respectability" as it would have been defined
even by the religious of his day? We must move
beyond feelings of being elect, special, or "number
one" to a responsible and respectful treatment of all.

Eschatology versus Responsibility for Our World
A third thing that must be reinterpreted is the
other-worldiness of the ideals of the Christian faith
which has left Christian ethics largely unrelated to
the structures of this world. When it comes to formulating a responsible economic ethic for our day,
we do not have an easy task simply because the
New Testament is so replete with the anticipation
of the imminent end of the world. 23 We cannot
blame the Protestant perpetuation of this on Calvin.

,-;We Christians are so afraid of aligning
ourselves with any contemporary issue that
we forfeit all power of influencing the
structures that govern our lives and the
lives of all humanity."
But neither has it developed only through millenarian or utopian movements that often become irresponsible toward the existing world. From the third
century on, the neo-Platonizing trend that devalued
the physical and exalted the eternal and spiritual
accomplished the same other-worldliness as the earlier imminent eschatology.
When this was combined on the American scene
with the separation of church and state, the stage
was set for the church to show no regard for business ethics, human rights, political action, and foreign or domestic policy. It did not happen all at
once; in earlier generations and especially in the
Old World the church and state were so intertwined
that the church was often involved in all kinds of
political corruption. We are not requesting a return

to that, nor is that even possible in the United States.
But the history of America has bred the opposite.
We Christians are so afraid of aligning ourselves, as
a body of Christians, with any contemporary issue
that we forfeit all power of influencing the structures
that govern our lives and the lives of all humanity.
In forfeiting the significant modes of ethical influence, we refuse to live responsibly toward our world
and our fellow-humans. How does this square with
the parable of the Good Samaritan which utilizes individuals in the story as representative of entire
ethnic or religious groups? It is not enough to console ourselves by suggesting that as individuals we
have influence. Our clout as individuals remains insignificant!24
All life that we know involves politics in the
broadest sense: conflict,
coercion,
negotiation,
compromise, co-operation. We know that. One of
the most politically coercive ethical acts in history
was Jesus' determination to die on the cross! Yet,
when it comes to our exercising coercion or power
of groups, Bonhoeffer describes us well as people
who desist with a false modesty, desiring too much
to remain innocent. 25 Better not to take a position
than to take one and later find out we were incorrect! This approach may emphasize our future
heaven, or it may look attentively for God to reform
the structures, but it is not Christian until we become politically
responsible
within
ethicallyoriented groups who can wield power! 26 Until we
do that, we irresponsibly relinquish our world and
its destiny to anyone else who happens to want it,
no matter what their convictions and ideals!
"The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof."
A responsible Christian must realize that this life and
situation, though finite, is a gift from God. He or
she must realize that science, business, and politics
are too important to be left only to scientists, business persons, and politicians. He or she must understand that to be Christian is to have "ultimate concern." This does not relieve one of the necessity of
being informed and influential in penultimate concerns, but rather helps one to be constructively critical of every finite institution. "Ultimate concern" is
not an isolated end in itself, but God, the very God
who gave us this present world and sustains it by
his being. Reinterpretation means that we become
fellow-workers in God's suffering with his world.

Conclusion
The American experiment is still in process, but
it can no longer be viewed just as an "American experiment." It affects the whole world. There are
signs that a reinterpretation or rethinking and new
methods of concessions and sharing are beginning,
e.g., in recent agreements between industry and
19
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labor unions. Ecological concerns are evidently here
to stay. And the fear of nuclear extinction is in the
air causing great consternation. Whether these are
indicative of a genuine willingness to reinterpret our
economic ethic (and political ethic) or simply serve
as necessary stop-gaps, time will tell.
But I am convinced that the Christian tradition has
within it the potential to mediate and shape a world
in a coming century despite ominous signs on the
horizon, if only it can undertake a serious reinterpretation of its heritage. We have only sketched a few
bare outlines of the beginning of such a reinterpretation. Again, it may well be that only such a reinterpreted ideological base will suffice to preserve for
us a future since western economics were so solidly
built on this base originally. If capitalism and democracy are to have a "human face" in the century
ahead of us, Christians ought to lend their ethical
support. As Okun concludes,
A democratic capitalist society will keep
searching for better ways of drawing the
boundary lines between the domain of rights
and the domain of dollars. And it can make
progress. To be sure, it will never solve the
problem, for the conflict between equality and
economic efficiency is inescapable. In that
sense, capitalism and democracy are really a
most improbable mixture. Maybe that is why
they need each other
to put some rationality
into equality and some humanity into efficiency.27
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Christian Scholars Conference at ACU
The Second Annual Christian Scholars Conference will be at Abilene Christian University, July 23-25, 1982. The first conference
was convened in conjunction with the celebration of the 75th anniversary of Abilene Christian University. Most of those present
insisted that the conference had to become an annual affair.
The conference will include volunteered papers by Carroll Osburn, James Baird, Richard Hughes, John Lawrence, Edward Fudge,
and Mike Casey. Book reviews will be presented by Bill Humble, J.C. Davis, Leonard Allen, Ian Fair, and David Graf.
A special lecture on "Religious Scholarship Among Us: Now and Future" will be presented by Harold Hazelip.
There will be three main conference topics:
l. "The Law in Our Heritage and in Scripture." Main papers will be presented by Everett Ferguson, John Willis, and Rick Oster.
A panel chaired by Raymond Kelcy will react to these papers. Confirmed participants are John Wilson and Clifton Inman.
2. "Church Planting and Church Growth." Main papers will be presented by Tom Olbricht, Phil Slate, and Carl Holladay. A panel
on this topic will be chaired by Howard Norton. Confirmed panelists are Jack Hicks and Tom Brown.
3. "The Ministry in Our Heritage and in Scripture." Main papers will be by Weldon Bennett, Frank Pack, and James Thompson.
A panel chaired by Charles Siburt will include Robert Oglesby, Hilton Merritt, and Art McNeese.
A mailing list has been formed, but the group would welcome hearing from others not on the list.
Complete information about the conference is available by writing: Dean Tom Olbricht, ACU Box 8227, Abilene, Texas 79699
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Ethics for the Christian Entrepreneur
By M.L. "PAT"BALL
Ben Boothe. To Be .. . Or Not To Be An 5.0.B. Fort
Worth: Hulm e Publishin g, 1979, 62 pp. $6.95, cloth .
Torn Fatjo, Jr. and Keith Mill er. With No Fear of Failur e.
W aco: Word, Inco rporated, 198 1, 243 pp. $9. 95, cloth.
Carl Kreider. The Chri stian Entrepreneur. Scottdale, Pa.:
Hera ld Press, 1980, 211 pp. $7.95, paper.
" . .. and you w ill be lik e God, knowin g good and evil. "
Ge n. 3 :4
Th ere is nothin g new in the businessperson's prob lem of di scern i ng right from wrong, knowing good from evil. The prob lem
is as old as mankind . Its or igins can be traced to Adam and Eve.
Altho ugh co untl ess books have been w ritten on the subj ect of
ethics, few have revealed any new insights.
·
If you are look ing for inspiration , Ben Boothe's essay (62 pages
are a lmost too few to call a book) comes clo sest to inspir ing.
Hi s announced purpose for wr iting the "book " w as to count eract
the rash of recent book s wh ich promot e the phi losophy that one
must be an S.O.B. to succeed in business. Boothe argues convi nc ingly that "nice guys" do not alway s fail. Some "nice guys,"
following Chri sti an prin ciples, are successfu l business people. He
is also careful to point out that success is not measured by net
worth alone, althoug h thi s is the customary way. "Significance
is a good word for it - to leave somethin g lasting and precious,
of beauty and good to the world . Thi s is success" (p. 21).
"To some, success may be the abi lity to sleep at night w ith
a clear conscience. To others it may be to leave the wor ld something good and lasting such as a hospital or memorial. But the
key is to make your ow n defin iti on of success" (p. 22). For Ben
Boothe, a banker by trade, the very fabr ic of our economy is
based upon honesty, trust, character, and the integrity of people.
He reminds us again of something we have known since our
youth: the old-fashioned values are more durable than deception,
manipu lation, intimidat ion, and winn ing-at-any-cost.
Furthermore, leaders should have character as wel l as competence. "Today's businesses, union s, churches, colleges and indi vidua ls without character are like a Hollywood movie set of Ma in
Street. The bui ldings look good and they are nice to photograph.
But there is no substance to them. Fill them wit h integrity, character, ethic al strength , honesty and loya lty, and suddenly there is
a powerful life" (p. 17)!
Despite the smalln ess of Ben Boothe's book, it does contain
several short chapters capable of stimulating liv ely discussion on
business ethi cs. Due to the size, how ever, the book contain s very
little in the way of specific guidance. Interestingly, Pat Boone,
in the preface, observed that entertainme nt and morality do not
mix very we ll. Often when Pat was faced with crossroad deci PatBall is a Sales Managerfor Conoco, Inc. in Houston,Texas.
BenBoothe,a bankerin Austin, Texas,serveson the Mission Jou rn al Board
of Trustees.

sions, he went to his highschoo l principal w ho m he greatly respected. In co nsiderin g all the ram ifi cations and co nsideratio ns
of a decisio n, inevit ably the d iscussion would bo il down to one
basic question : "Is it right?" Pat adm its, "That may seem simpli sti c, but it is amazing how many good and productive decisions
we came to wh en w e applied that one profound test."
As for With No Fear of Failur e, I have a prob lem with this
book. At the outset, perhaps I should admit the prob lem may be
min e. I have come to expect inspirati on fro m Keith Mill er, such
as is found in The Taste of New Wine. Thi s book, With No Fear
of Fail ure, is more of a paean to the free enterpri se system. To
be accurate, the authors never claimed it w as anythin g more than
a book on the Creative Enterprise Process which, it turn s out,
is a high soundin g name for management-by-objectives.
In any case, Tom Fatjo, Jr. seems thorou ghly qua li fied to wr ite
on the subj ect, partic ularly when you know that befo re he turned
forty, he started with one garbage truck and bu ilt the wo rld's
largest solid w aste co mpany w ith sales in excess of $500 million .
He also was one of the found ers of Mortgage Bank in Hou ston
whi ch in only two years w as servic ing in excess of $400 mi lli on
in mortgage loans. In addition Fatjo is the chairp erson of Criterion
Capital Corporation , wh ich now has over two billi on do llars
under management. And if this wer en't enough, he w as instrumental in form ing eight ot her companies ranging in annual sales
from one to a hundr ed million do ll ars each. Finally, in 1977,
Tom Fatjo found ed the Ho ustoni an, a $39 milli on project dedicated to creating a more product ive qualit y of lif e. All these successes, he claims, came about by app lying his Creativ e Enterprise
Process.
The book is in four parts. The first section is biograph ical and
largely about how Tom Fatjo discovered the Creative Enterpr ise

NBooth reminds us again that the oldfashioned values are more durable than deception, manipulation, intimidation, and
winning-at-any-cost."
Process, which enab led him to form Browning -Ferris Industries,
the world's largest solid waste company. I came away from th is
port ion of the book trying to remember who said, "A mbition can
be a wonderf ul servant but a terr ible master."
The largest portion of the book, part two, is the how-to -do- it
part . It explains in deta il the Creative Enterpri se Process and how
to put it into practice. No prob lem is too large for thi s system.
Follow ing this approach, whether in your vocation, your physical
co nditioning, or even spiritua l matters, you can succeed beyond
your wi ldest dreams.
Part three discusses using the Creative Enterprise Process to improve the individu al' s quality of li ving. Finall y, in part four, Fatjo
and Miller exto l the app li cation of the Creative Enterprise Process
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to solve society's prob lems.
The epil ogue co ntains this statement: "A nd since we know that
the process w e have described in thi s book has incredib le power
to make dreams com e true, ou r prayer is that you , and we, wi ll
use it w isely" (p. 243). Despite the humb le w arnin g about using
thi s new ly fo und powe r w isely, the boo k is more Harvard Business than business eth ics.
Carl Kreider's book , The Christian Entrep reneur, is the most
scholarly and the most bib lical d iscussion of Chri sti an ethi cs for
the businessperson o r entrepreneur. Hi s thesis is that Christian
entrepreneurs can "p lease God" w hil e fun ctionin g as an integral
part of the body of Chri st. Kreider, best known as a professor
of economi cs and business at Goshen Co llege, not on ly wr ites
of the general prin cip les of Chri stian eth ics in business but also
d iscusses specifi c app li cations. He has the cour age and faith of
an O ld Testament proph et . No area of business, from pric ing policies to salaries and retir ement benefits for work ers, is too sacred
to tou ch.
Mo st of the ethi cal prob lems discussed are app li cable to any
enterpri se, regardless of size. He also recognizes that very large
corpor ations pose more diff icult ethi cal dec ision s for managers
and executiv es because the many stockholders wi ll inevit ably
have w idely d ifferent ethi cal standards, as do 'the managers themselves. Carl Kreider do es such an exce ll ent job of di scussing
Christian ethi cs; I on ly wi sh he had includ ed a who le chapter
on the special prob lems of large co rporation s rather than only
tou chin g on them briefly .
I am conv inced that one of the major reasons large corpor ation s make wron g ethi cal decisions is because of the di lution of
responsibility . M any import ant decision s are committ ee decisions. In a recent televi sion interview, General Motor s executive
John De Lorean stated: "The group ethi c is con sistently below
the lowest indi vidu al ethi c ." Thi s w as in response to a question
askin g how a large firm such as G. M . co uld make design decisions wh ich might save $12.00 per automobil e but endanger the
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May Issue
The M ay issue of Mi ssion Journal is outstandin g. Every article
offered new insights or expa nded old ones. O f greater imp ortance to me is Mi ssion as a sour ce of food for faith. Please
co ntinu e your effo rts to brin g us di scussions of issues. Defin e
them and present the possibiliti es fo r soluti ons in a framework
that Prenti ce Meador describes in his statement, "Jesus persuades, but he does not threaten or manipul ate his audiences."
And again I was moved to utter an aud ible AMEN w hen I read
his statement: "Preaching is not a performa nce, but a creative
co mmuni cati on event w here spiritu al truth is co mmuni cated
to people."
Enclosed is the card w ith the names of th ree fr iends w ho w ill
perhaps respond w ith a subscription on receipt of a copy of
Mi ssion and your invit ation .
Harold R. Bost
Fort Wort h, Texas

life of the occ upant.
De Lorean further suggested th at there is somethin g inh erent
in the committ ee decision-makin g process whi ch stifl es ethi cs
wh en profitability is under di scussion. Ethics rapid ly descends to
the lowest comm o n denomin ator. Comm ittees provid e a face less
anonymit y . Committ ee decisio ns spread the blame and d ilu te the
responsibi lity .
I should lik e to suggest that under the right co ndition s there
is no reason that De Lorean's observation s should be a tru e and
accurate descripti o n of co rpo rate ethi cs at work . Und er the right

ii/ am convinced that one of the major
reasons large corporations make wrong
ethical decisions is because of the dilution
of responsibility. "
condition s, maybe, ju st maybe, the cumu lativ e ethi c would be
synergisti c. Why shouldn ' t the group ethi c be better th an the best
individu al eth ic ?
Ethics operates within a co rpor ation by the "tr ickle down " effect. Ethics, lik e w ater, flow s naturall y downward . For ethical
thinkin g to permeate an organization it must find its pr imary
sour ce at the highest executiv e level.
None of the boo ks in thi s trio confront s the probl ems of ethi cal
dec isions in large co rporatio ns w ith the attention they deserve.
Despite thi s weakness, these three book s conta in many ideas
worthy of con sideration.
No business, no univ ersity , no church, no organization is too
large or too small to succ umb to the tempt ati on to " be li ke God ,
knowin g good and evil." Thi s impu lse can be co untered on ly by
the sense of pur pose in lif e ex pressed by Jesus, "to do my Fathers
wi ll. " Doesn't thi s bo il dow n, in essence, to the highschoo l pr incipal's one basic questio n - " Is it right ?"---MmOI\

Evolution

I wou ld like to comm ent on the phil osophical analysis of the
creation /evo lution controv ersy in '" Creation Science' in Hi story
and Legend," by Lynn M itchell , M arch, 1982. Aft er some
study on this sticky subj ect, I now have d istill ed my v iews
to mu ch simpl er terms. Science, as is virtually alw ays defin ed
today, exclud es the actions of the supernatural. To quot e from
p. 7 of Ross's comp anion articl e in the same issue, "sc ience
is simply a refin ed w ay of viewin g the univ erse fro m an
evo luti onary po int of v iew." Evoluti onists have overw helmingly domin ated scientifi c thinkin g in recent history .
Creati on scienti sts begin w ith a belief that God has acted in
the creati ve past . They beli eve Genesis 1 and 2 co ntain acc urate know ledge, alth ough not exhaustiv e know ledge, attested
to by the New Testament writ ers and even Jesus him self (Matt .
19:3 -6). The underlying premi se is that if such a creative event
too k place, then there should be ev idence of it stil l remainin g.
Creation scientists are doing not hin g more than fi nall y using
their experti se to j o in in the same ball game the evo luti onists
have monopo lized for years, i. e., gatherin g and interpret ing
evid ence about our natural past. Thi s process is not new to
Christian endeavor. Arc heology has long been used as suppor tiv e of the histori c ity of bib lical events. Agai n the same premise appli es: if certain events occ urred, there may be some remainin g evid ence of them th at should be di scoverable .
Neil F. W alter
M cG rego r, Texas
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Abortio r>

The article by Q uint on Dickerson, M.D., "Abo rtion: Justice for the Unborn?" [Apri l, 19821,
deserves a prompt response with reference to his use of biblical passages.
He asks, ' Does the fetus possess a soul ?" The phrasing of this question begs the question . The
Hebrew word neph esh has been frequently translated into English by "sou l," but nephesh actually mea ns " living being." Furthermor e, the criterion for a neph eshl1ivin g being is breath. A
human being does not "possess" a nephesh (soul); a human being " is" a nephesh (soul), if he
or she is breathing (Gen. 2:7 et al .) . Furthermore, neph esh (soul) is not li mited to human beings,
but is also used of animals (Gen. 1:20, 21). From the point of view of the Hebrew in the Old
Testamen t the answer to Dickerson's question : the fetus does not "possess" a neph esh (soul),
and the fetus " is" not a neph esh (soul) since the fetus does not have breath. (See E. Jacob,
"Psuche," Theologica l Di ctionary of the New Testament, vol. 9, pp. 617-631 .)
Di ckerso n's question, "Does the fetus possess a soul?" is dependent on Platoni c body/soul
dualism which affected the churc h fathers and wh ich has cont inued to prej ud ice interpreters
of the Bib le down to the present day. (Plato would affirm that indeed the fetus possesses a
soul) .
·
The discussion of Exodus 2 1 :22-24 fails to recognize that a prim e concern of ancient Israel
was inh eritance. To injur e a pregnant woman is to threaten the prod uction of a potent ial heir .
The issue is not "pro-life" in the contempora ry sense of thi s slogan, but rather a concern to
produ ce heirs in a patriar chial wor ld that was under-pop ulated. (See Carol Meyers, "The Roots
of Restriction: Wom en in Early Israel," Biblical Archaeologist [19781, pp . 9 1-103.)
The inte rpretation of Psalm 139 fails to place th is text in the context of ancient Israelite prophetic
psycho logy. D ickerson quotes Jeremia h 1 :5 w here Yahweh knew Jeremiah before he formed
him in t he womb. This is pre-conception language and does not refer to the fetus. As an adult,
Jerem iah confesses that Yahw eh chose him before he was conceived (compare Paul, Gal. 1: 15
wh ere Paul uses this prophetic language in saying that he was called before he was born; see
also Johannes Mun ck, Paul and the Sal vation of Mankind [ET 1959], ch. 1).
The language of Psalm 139 does affirm the general view that Yahweh is ultim ately the creator
of all li fe, even as he took dust to fashion the human, as a potter wou ld work with clay (Gen.
2:7). But if we w ere to press the interpretation of Dickerson and others, then we shou ld question
whether it is right to tamper with this creation at all. If Yahweh formed the inw ard parts (Ps.
139:13), what right does a physician have to remove by operation the appendi x or part of the
co lon o r one of the lungs? Psalm 139:13-18 bears a c lose resembl ance to Job 10 :8- 12, but
in Job 10:12 the " lif e" that is granted Job is paralle l to the gift of "breath." In such texts the
fetus is potential lif e, but not yet nephesh (soul) .
The anc ient Israelit es and the early Chri stians knew nothin g about brain waves, the development
of the emb ryo, etc. Like most of their neighbors they defined life in terms of breathing . The
dead person was the person who no longer breathes. By the same token, lif e begins when
the new born ch ild begins to breathe.
Medica l science and technology have produced radically new eth ical problems, both w ith respect to the definition of the beginni ng of lif e and with respect to the definition of death. The
Bible does not help us to settle either definition because its wr iters assume a pre-medical science
anthropo logy. The Bible does affirm the sanctity of lif e and the sanct ity of free wi ll (choice).
It is up to us today to hammer out the -answer to th is very modern question of the definition
of life and of death and the li mits of free wi ll (choice). Dickerson's citations from the Bible
do not help.
Roy Bowen Ward
Miami University
Oxfo rd, O hio
(Continued on page 22)
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